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SIMPLY  THE HIGHEST QUALITY ARTIFICIAL 

GRASS PRODUCTS ON THE  MARKET TODAY.

Our unique technologies and designs allow our grass to look natural and realistic 
for years to come, to stay cool in high temperatures, and to keep green and fresh 
in cold weather conditions. Each one of our product lines has passed vigorous 
tests and far exceed government standards. 

LANDSCAPE SERIES

www.ezgrass.ca



EZLAWN PLATINUM

PRODUCT SPECS

Item Details

Yarn S- Blade Large

Yarn Color Field/Olive Green

Thatch Dry Yellow/Fern Green

Pile Height 45mm/ 1.75 in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 170/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 117 ounces

EZLAWN PLATINUM
ezLawn Platinim has an extremely thick look and  fl aunts a 117 ounce total weight.  Platinum boasts a dense fi eld as well as olive S-
Blade mix. As a top selection among across the country certifi ed synthetic grass installers, Platinum artifi cial turf is a best landscape 
choice for any kind of business or home that experiences modest to heavy traffi  c. With the current in tuft bind technology, every grass 
blade is three-way reinforced into the support which makes it very immune to pull force motion. Not only can your family pets and also 
kids use this long lasting grass, however this grass also includes a perforated backing for easy drainage! Tidy up has never ever been 

LANDSCAPESERIES
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PRODUCT  SPECS

Item Details

Yarn WW - Blade Large

Yarn Color Field/Olive Green

Thatch Dry Yellow/Fern Green

Pile Height 50mm/ 2.0 in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 170/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 105 ounces

EZLAWN SIGNATURE SERIES105   is a rich and luxurious mature looking synthetic turf that has several unique 
features making it one of the top choices for homeowners and landlords who prefer a more distinguished look. The subtle Olive Green 
and vivid Emerald Green colored blades are intricately mixed with Brown and Green thatching to create a realistically beautiful plush 
lawn. With a pile height of 2” and a total weight of 105 oz weight, SS105 will not only improve the look of your lawn but transform the way 
you go about your daily life. Enjoy more time to indulge in hobbies and other priorities when you no longer have to spend time and labor 
maintaining a well-manicured lawn.

LANDSCAPESERIESEZLAWN Signature Series 105
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EZLAWN ELITE

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Item Details
Yarn S-BLADE Wide SK14500

Pile Height 45mm/ 1.75 in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 110/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 92 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZLAWN ELITE Understood for it’s magnifi cently deluxe look by qualifi ed installers nationwide, ezLAWN ELITE artifi cial turf 
includes a fi eld and olive eco-friendly shade duo paired with a brown thatch for an added practical touch! Each blade is strategically’S’ 
formed for added resilience making this turf ideal for light to modest traffi  c. Each lawn blade is triple enhanced right into the synthetic 
grass support via our exceptional tuft bind technology, which develops a solid resistance to draw pressure. ez-LAWN ELITE artifi cial turf 
additionally has a perforated support for fl uids to easily drain pipes! A perfect landscape option for children and animals, ELITE artifi cial 
grass additionally features U.V. resistant innovation that is mounted throughout the production procedure. Your turf will certainly not 
fade even under the harshest sunshine!
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EZLAWN PRO 

PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn S-BLADE Narrow

Pile Height 40mm/ 1.57 in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 97 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZLAWN PRO  is an unique synthetic grass that includes fi eld and also olive eco-friendly turf blade color tones with a brown-
ish thatch layer in a 97 ounce weight. Each grass blade is triple reinforced into a long lasting perforated backing via tuft bind technol-
ogy, which makes this lawn incredibly immune to draw pressure! The oval grass blade shape provides a soft fl exible feeling as well as a 
realistic appearance, which makes this artifi cial lawn ideal for kids and also pet dogs!

ezLAWN PRO synthetic grass’s perforated support makes cleaning an easy basic job where any kind of liquid will certainly drain with! 
Each blade consists of a U.V. immune technology so Sequoia artifi cial turf will stay eco-friendly and also luxurious even in one of the 
most extreme settings!
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EZLAWN Signature Series 85

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

EZLAWN SIGNATURE SERIES 85 featuring the M2 blade!! The subtle Olive Green and vivid Emerald Green col-
ored blades are intricately mixed with Brown and Green thatching to create a realistically beautiful plush lawn. With a pile height of  1.75” 
and  total weight of 85 oz weight, SS85 will not only improve the look of your lawn but transform the way you go about your daily life. En-
joy more time to indulge in hobbies and other priorities when you no longer have to spend time and labor maintaining a well-manicured 
lawn.
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Item Details

Yarn WW - Blade Large

Yarn Color Field/Olive Green

Thatch Dry Yellow/Fern Green

Pile Height 45mm/ 1.75 in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 170/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 85 ounces



EZLAWN CYPRESS

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Item Details
Yarn M SQUARED PE Monofi lament

Pile Height 38mm/ 1.50 in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 85/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 79 oz

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZLAWN CYPRESS is designed to authentically replicate natural grass. It weighs approximately 79 ounces, and 1.5” pile 
height makes EzLawn Cypress an ideal choice for any low to moderate traffi  c landscape areas.  EzLawn Cypress features a blend of fi eld 
green and olive green blade tones with brown thatch, as dual blade tones provide a realistic look that closely replicates the appearance of 
natural grass. It’s uniquely formulated polyurethane coated backing provides greater seam strength and durability. EzLawn Cypress is also 
non-toxic and lead free, UV stabilized, and non-fl ammable.
EzLawn Cypress is backed by our limited 15-year warranty. We guarantee your synthetic grass lawn will last you for years to come!
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EZLAWN

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Item Details
Yarn PE Monofi lament

Pile Height 38mm/ 1.50 in

Gauge 1/2”

Stitch Rate 85/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 72 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZLAWN  synthetic grass includes a beautiful area and olive eco-friendly lawn blade shade duo paired with a brown thatch in a 
lighter approximately 45 ounce face weight. Perfect for landscapes that experience light to modest website traffi  c, ezLAWNfabricated turf 
makes a remarkable addition to any front lawn, backyard or business home! Each grass blade is outfi tted with U.V. preventative homes 
during the production procedure, so your synthetic grass will certainly not discolor! Armed with the most recent tuft bind technology, this 
artifi cial turf is three-way strengthened right into the lawn support so the turf blades will stay-- also during play with children or your furry 
good friends!
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EZLAWN LITE

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Item Details
Yarn PE Monofi lament

Pile Height 38mm/ 1.50 in

Gauge 1/2”

Stitch Rate 85/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 59 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZLAWN LITE  artifi cial turf is a leading option amongst licensed landscape specialists across the nation! Featured in fi eld and 
also olive eco-friendly turf blade color tones along with a brownish thatch layer, this about 36 ounce product is ideal for landscapes that 
experience light foot web traffi  c! The oblong shape blade makes ezLAWN LITE artifi cial turf ultra soft and also fl exible. This synthetic lawn 
attributes modern tuft bind innovation within the incredibly solid support. The ezLAWN LITE yard blades remain in location, despite the 
pull pressure! Each lawn blade has U.V. resistant technology that is incorporated during the production process, so you lawn will certainly 
remain the gorgeous olive and also fi eld green color tones for years ahead!
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EZLAWN MULTIPLAY

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Item Details
Yarn PE Monofi lament

Pile Height 38mm/ 1.50 in

Gauge 1/2”

Stitch Rate 85/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 70 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZLAWN MULTIPLAYal shaped fi bers in both fi eld and olive green tones complimented by a base layered 
brown thatch. The polyethylene blades stand at 1.50 inches and weighs 77 ounces per square yard. ezLawn can handle light 
to moderate amounts of foot traffi  c and is an aff ordable solution for any lawn, park or playground!
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EZGOLF PRO
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn PP4400

Pile Height 13mm/0.51 in

Gauge 3/16”

Stitch Rate 320/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Latex

Total Weight 69 ounces

Drain Rate 40 cm per square meter

Infi ll 30-60 mesh, 2.5-3 lbs per square 

EZGOLF PRO
ezGolf Pro is a texturized, polyethylene designed, high thread count, dense putting green turf. The fi eld and lime green col-
ors add a realistic appearance to this putting green and weighs an amazing 69 ounces per square yard.  An excellent choice 
for an avid golfer!

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

TWISTED YARN TECHNOLOGY
 ▶ These  PE yarns are twisted by tem-

perature distortion technology. 
 ▶ Excellent elasticity and brilliant 

adrasion resistance.
 ▶ Suitible for indoor-outdoor.

ezGolf Series
ez-grass Golf Series are the great fi t for 
golf clubs, parks, attraction areas, or 
individual golfers who loves to enjoy a 
personal golf course in their own back-
yard.

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca. 
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EZGOLF FRINGE
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Double Stemgrass

Pile Height 30mm/1.18in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 72 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZGOLF SERIES
The perfect compliment to any synthetic putting green is the fringe.  ez-grass artifi cial turf putting green fringe options utilize 
the highest quality materials to deliver a hitting or chipping surface that looks, feels & performs like real grass.

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

STEMGRASS Technology
 ▶ Superior quality in its perfomance 

amoung monofi lament yarms in the 
industry.

 ▶ Good rebound resilience, abrasion 
resistance, minimized distortion and 
shrinkage and excellent performance

 ▶ High UV-stability.

ezGolf Series
ez-grass Golf Series are the great fi t for 
golf clubs, parks, attraction areas, or 
individual golfers who loves to enjoy a 
personal golf course in their own back-
yard.

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca. 
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GOLFSERIESEZGOLF AUGUSTA
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Slit Film

Pile Height 25 mm/1in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 62ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll #60 size sand

EZGOLF SERIES
ezGolf Augusta is a tournament quality putting green featuring a high green speed or “Stimp Meter,” which allows the golf 
ball to react at a PGA level. It’s fi eld green in color and a 72 ounce product that is ideal for backyard putting greens and public 
or private courses.

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

SLIT FILM TECHNOLOGY
 ▶ Slit fi lm extruded as a solid sheet 

and slit into smaller ribbons.
 ▶ High thread count with good re-

bound resilience, abrasion resistance, 
minimized distortion and shrinkage 
and excellent performance.

 ▶ High UV-stability.

ezGolf Series
ez-grass Golf Series are the great fi t for 
golf clubs, parks, attraction areas, or 
individual golfers who loves to enjoy a 
personal golf course in their own back-
yard.

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca.
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EZGRASSSYSTEMSEZGRASS ROOFTOP
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Double Stemgrass

Pile Height 30mm/1.18in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 72 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

ROOFTOP SYSTEMS
The ezDrain Drainage Systems 100% vertical and horizontal drainage capabilities eliminate the need for traditional base 
drainage systems, such as herringbone trenching or fl at pipe etc. only needing perimeter or exit drains.

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

AIRFIELD TECHNOLOGY
 ▶ AirField Systems has designed and 

manufactured the most advanced geo-
cell product for modern construction.e

 ▶ Made in America of 100% recycled 
post-manufactured content.

ez-grass Systems
ez-grass works extensively with indus-
try professionals and engineers to pro-
vide the best technological solutions 
for artifi cial grass systems.   

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca.
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EZGRASSSYSTEMSEZGRASS PLAYGROUND
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Double Stemgrass

Pile Height 30mm/1.18in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 72 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZPLAY SYSTEMS
ezPLAY is the safest, most durable and beautiful alternative to the old playground surfaces. Professionally installed in public 
park’s playgrounds, kindergartens and schools, it can help to reduce a risk of injuries, and to provide safe and beautifully 
looking environment for children to enjoy while ensuring low maintenance cost.

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

Shock and Drainage Pads
 ▶ Innovative shock and drainage 

pads are available in two forms to en-
sure superior product performance.

 ▶ Provides some of the highest lev-
els of impact absorption in the indus-
try, creating safer outdoor and indoor 
play areas.

ez-grass Systems
ez-grass works extensively with indus-
try professionals and engineers to pro-
vide the best technological solutions 
for artifi cial grass systems. 

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca.
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EZGRASSSYSTEMSEZGRASS PET
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Double Stemgrass

Pile Height 30mm/1.18in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 72 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

EZPET
Our Pet Turf was designed with your furry friend in mind!  This turf is engineered for added durability featuring a 72oz com-
bined with Tencate thiolon fi eld green and lime green stemblades and brown thatch, it seamlessly replicates natural grass 
without being susceptible to unsightly dead spots or muddy holes.

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

STEMGRASS TECHNOLOGY
 ▶ Superior quality in its perfomance 

amoung monofi lament yarms in the 
industry.

 ▶ Good rebound resilience, abrasion 
resistance, minimized distortion and 
shrinkage and excellent performance.

 ▶ High UV-stability.

ez-grass Systems
ez-grass works extensively with indus-
try professionals and engineers to pro-
vide the best technological solutions 
for artifi cial grass systems. 

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca. 
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EZGRASSCOMMERCIALEZTURF AIRPORT
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Double Stemgrass

Pile Height 30mm/1.18in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 145/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 72 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

AIRPORT SYSTEMS
Our airport system changes the organic ground cover at an airport terminal to a erosion free, bird and animal prevention medium. 

This system stabilizes runway and taxiway shoulders and also infi eld islands. It also boosts pilots’ exposure on approach, lessens 

maintenance requirements in safety and security areas, and off ers direct access for unexpected emergency vehicle responses. 

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

STEMGRASS TECHNOLOGY
 ▶ Superior quality in its perfomance 

amoung monofi lament yarms in the 
industry.

 ▶ Good rebound resilience, abrasion 
resistance, minimized distortion and 
shrinkage and excellent performance.

 ▶ High UV-stability.

ez-grass Systems
ez-grass works extensively with indus-
try professionals and engineers to pro-
vide the best technological solutions 
for artifi cial grass systems. 

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca.
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EZGRASSCOMMERCIALEZTURF COMMERCIAL
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn PE Monofi lament

Pile Height 38mm/1.18in

Gauge 3/8”

Stitch Rate 105/m

Backing Composite PP

Coating Polyurethane

Total Weight 60 ounces

Drain Rate 85 cm per square meter

Infi ll 20-40 mesh, 1.5-2 lbs per square 

COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
ez-grass Commercial synthetic grass is resilient, aff ordable and a fantastic return on investment. Installing ez-grass tested 
and proven turf products will considerably decrease professional landscaping, mowing, sodding, feeding, and also basic 
outside maintenance could cost your business thousands of dollars each year.

TURF CHARACTERISTICS

MONOFILAMENT PE BLADE
 ▶ Knitted with upright monofi lament 

grass and twisted grass. 
 ▶ Suitible for indoor-outdoor leisure 

places, landscaping and commercial  
applications.

ez-grass Systems
ez-grass works extensively with indus-
try professionals and engineers to pro-
vide the best technological solutions 
for artifi cial grass systems. 

Professional Installation
Professional installation and/or job-
site consultation services available 
throughout Canada from our over 
200+ contractor network.  Contact ez-
grass today 800-444-0817, for a free 
quotation or for more information go 
to www.ezgrass.ca.
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EZGRASS  SPORTINSPORT

PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Item Details
Yarn Polyethylene/Nylon

Pile Height 19mm/0.75 in

Backing 5mm Padding

Roll Width 12’ & 15’

Infi ll None

Face Weight 67 ounces

Total Weight 125 ounces

INSPORT This non-rubber infi lled turf has all the advantages of previous generations and perform even higher in 
wear and resistance tests. The blend of nylon and polyethylene is an almost perfect 50/50 combination. This gives you the 
true ball roll of a traditional nylon fi eld, with the softness of the new generation rubber-fi lled turf. No rubber infi ll makes 
maintenance easier, and up to 10% cooler. These systems can also be portable with added 4” or 8” velcro.
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EZGRASS  SPORTINSPORT PRO

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

INSPORT PRO  This non-rubber infi lled turf has all the advantages of previous generations and perform even 
higher in wear and resistance tests. The blend of nylon and polyethylene is an almost perfect 50/50 combination. This gives 
you the true ball roll of a traditional nylon fi eld, with the softness of the new generation rubber-fi lled turf. No rubber infi ll 
makes maintenance easier, and up to 10% cooler. These systems can also be portable with added 4” or 8” velcro.

 Phone: (800) 444-0817  eMail: info@ezgrass.ca Website: www.ezgrass.ca

Item Details
Yarn Poly Slit Film/ Nylon Blend

Pile Height 22 mm/0.75 in

Backing 5mm Padding

Roll Width 12’ & 15’

Infi ll None

Face Weight 78 ounces

Total Weight 140 ounces



EZGRASS  SPORT PROSPORT PRO 80

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

SPORTPRO 80
Looking for the very best turf surface for your indoor arena or sports facility? Our new inSport PRO is powered by propriety 
blend Polyethylene Slit-Fim and Texturized Nylon, combined with Armorloc dual layer backing.

Item Details
Yarn Polyethylene Slit Film

Pile Height 63.5mm/2.5 in

Backing Silverback Polyurethane

Roll Width 15’

Infi ll 1lb Silica / 3lb SBR Rubber

Face Weight 53 ounces

Total Weight 80 ounces



EZGRASS  SPORTSPORT 70

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

EZGRASS SPORT 70
This is a fi eld product. This product should be installed outdoors on a compacted aggregate base. The PowerHouse se-
ries is made up of some of the most proven and durable fi bers in the world. The 2C “Double Coverage” system allows 
for more face yarn to show o its beautiful colors. This 13,000 denier system will keep your fi eld looking newer, longer.
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Item Details
Yarn Poly Slit Film/ Field-Lime Green Blend

Pile Height 50mm/2.0 in

Backing Silverback Polyurethane

Roll Width 15’

Infi ll 1lb Silica / 3lb SBR Rubber

Face Weight 43 ounces

Total Weight 70 ounces



ACCESSORIESEZ ACCESSORIES

SEAMING TAPE
Featured as a double-sided non-adhesive, our seam tape is 12 inches wide and 
works great for any synthetic turf seaming process. Seaming tape is available 
at any custom length with a maximum length of 328 feet per roll. 
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SUPERSEAM
 With the challenges that synthetic turf installers face everyday when it comes 
to synthetic turf seam integration. SUPERSEAM is the answer! The Superseam  
is made of very high strength Aluminum has great hardness, tensile and fa-
tigue strength. It also is lightweight and can withstand high stress for its lon-
gevity in miles of Superseaming.

ezSEAM 50 KIT
The ezSEAM 50 seaming kit comes complete with a 4L green synthetic turf ad-
hesive, 50’ linear feet of seaming tape and instructions.

SEAMING GLUE
 This 4L green synthetic turf adhesive is a single part, moisture cure urethane 
adhesive designed specifi cally for bonding various substrates to the backing 
of artifi cial turf. SYNMENT is the highest quality turf adhesive available, giving 
every contractor and installer the opportunity to experience a safe and suc-
cessful installation! 

SEAMINGACCESSORIES



ACCESSORIESEZ ACCESSORIES

ROOFTOP AIRFIELD
AirField Systems is the leading provider of synthetic drainage for sustainable 
sports fi elds and rooftop applications. The AirDrain Systems 100% vertical and 
horizontal drainage capabilities eliminates the need for traditional base drain-
age systems, such as herringbone trenching or fl at pipe etc. only needing pe-
rimeter or exit drains. -
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GEOTEXTILE 4.2oz
4.2 oz. woven, needle punched, polypropylene fabric designed for professional 
and commercial use. MAnufactured to the highest standards for the profes-
sional contractor or retail consumer who demands high grade commercial 
products.

PLAYGROUND FOAM PADDING
PlayLiteTM panels provide superior drainage and impact absorption necessary 
for safe outdoor and indoor play areas. Manufactured in Canada, our Play-
Lite™ panels are available in diff erent thicknesses, eliminating the use of an ex-
pensive aggregate layer. PlayLite Play Products are made from 100% recycled 
materials,which help you obtain LEED® Credit for your projects

ezDRAIN
ezDrain is designed as a technically advanced drainage for synthetic turf ap-
plications.  It consists of a heavy duty sheet cupaged under heat and pressure 
to form a high compression, high fl ow drainage core which is then cut into 
seperate sheets to allow for expansion and contraction and bonded to a layer 
of non-woven fabric.

BASEACCESSORIES



ACCESSORIESEZ ACCESSORIES
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DELUXE PUTTING GREEN ACCESSORY KIT
(1) PGA Regulation Bright White 6” Composite Cup (Holds 9 balls)
(1) 30” Fiberglass Pin Markers 
(1) Flag
Attached Ball Lifter disks eliminate having to bend over to clear cups
Put this is your yard and be the envoy of all of your golfi ng buddies!

GOLFACCESSORIES



ACCESSORIESEZ 2020 PRICING
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